What is the ’per’ for on this Library Search result?

When you have found an item on Library Search for example...

- ‘per’ shows the item is in the Journals Collection.
- All journals at the National Oceanographic Library have the call number ‘per’ (periodical is a synonym of journal)
- Journals are shelved alphabetically by the main words in the journal name, then by volume.
- Use the floor plans and end of shelf signs to find the section where the journal is shelved. The journal ‘Bulletin of Marine Science’ will be in this section.
When you have found an item on Library Search for example...

‘N’ shows the item is in the Reports Collection. The Reports are arranged in the following order:

- N + decimal number/ letter/publishers report code
- All Reports are stored in the grey boxes on the lower floor of the library on level 2.
- Use the floor plans and end of shelf signs to find the section where the Report is shelved.
When you have found an item on Library Search for example...

‘LP’ shows the item is in the Loose Papers collection.

- The Loose Papers are arranged in the following order:
  Alphabetically by country (of origin), then date dd-mm-yyyy

Loose papers are stored in the red boxes on the lower floor of the library on level 2. Use the floor plans and end of shelf signs to find the section where the Loose Paper is shelved.